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Overview of the presentation

• Attributes of the ideal system
• Canada’s current situation
• What is happening in other countries
• Potential changes:

– What do stakeholders think?
– What do I think?
– What do you think?
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A conceptual approach to 
retirement income systems 

World Bank Report - 2005
• A retirement income system should be:

Adequate RobustAffordable Sustainable

• This will typically be achieved through a 
flexible combination of “Pillars”
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A conceptual approach to 
retirement income systems

World Bank Report - 2005
• Systems should be aligned with socio-economic 

changes:
– Population aging
– Rising female labour force participation
– Changing family structures

• For retirees, should encourage the mixing of:
– Education
– Leisure
– Work
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Canada’s current situation

•Informal programs and non-traditional savingsPillar 0

•Canada/ Quebec Pension PlanPillar 2

•Old Age Security and the Guaranteed 
Income Supplement

Pillar 1

•Occupational Pension PlansPillar 3

• Registered and non-registered personal savings
Pillar 4
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Canada’s current situation - Pillar 1

• Current maximum OAS = $502.31/month
with 40 years of residence

• The clawback threshold is at a net income of 
$64,718.

• The max. GIS benefit (single person) = 
$634.02/month 
The offset is $1 per $2 of other income

• Additional programs vary by Province

Pillar 1
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Canada’s current situation - Pillar 2

• The Canada Pension Plan provides a maximum 
monthly benefit of $884.58 at age 65.

• The full contributory period is 85% of the period 
from age 18 to age 65, with additional drop-out 
periods.

• The joint employer/ employee contribution rate is 
9.9% of covered earnings.

• Early and late retirement is permitted.
• Disability, survivors’ and orphans’ benefits are 

also payable.

Pillar 2
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Canada’s current situation - Pillar 3

• Occupational Plans include:
–Defined Benefit (DB) Plans
–Defined Contribution (DC) Plans
–Deferred Profit Sharing Plans (DPSPs)

• Pension plan coverage is currently:
– 83.5% in the Public Sector  
– 27.4% in the Private Sector 

Pillar 3
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Canada’s current situation - Pillar 3
Recent developments

• Pension income splitting
• Enabling phased retirement
• Eliminating mandatory retirement
• Relaxing unlocking rules
• Introduction of CAP guidelines

Pillar 3
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Canada’s current situation - Pillar 4

• RRSPs provide the most popular tax-assisted 
approach for saving for retirement

• Contribution limits are integrated with the 
pension system through the Pension 
Adjustment system

• These programs are still underused by lower-
income Canadians

• Non-registered savings allow for the use of 
other favourable tax provisions

Pillar 4
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Canada’s current situation - Pillar 4
Recent developments

• Pension income splitting
• Extended contribution periods for 

RRSPs
• Introduction of the TFSA

Pillar 4
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What is happening in other 
countries?

UK Review
• The case for reform

– Demographic and social change
– Undersaving for retirement
– Inequalities in the state pension system
– Complexity
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What is happening in 
other countries?

UK Review
• Proposals for reform

– A new scheme of personal accounts
– Reform state pensions
– Make State Pension fairer and more widely 

available
– Support and encourage extended working 

lives
– Streamline the regulatory environment
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What is happening in other countries?

Other Countries
• US – moving from entitlement to personal 

responsibility
• Chile – converted basic social security 

from defined benefit to defined 
contribution

• Sweden – has introduced a notional  
defined contribution system

• Australia – has a mandatory defined 
contribution occupational pension system
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Potential changes: 
What do stakeholders think? 

Jack Layton –Speaking out louder
• OAS/ GIS benefits are too low
• CPP/ QPP discriminates against women
• The public sector/ private sector occupational 

plan differential is a major issue
• There is the potential for social investing of 

pension funds
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Potential changes: 
What do stakeholders think? 

Toronto District Schoolboard
• Excerpts from a flyer for pre-retirement education 

in 2006
• “Mandatory CPP contributions are scheduled to 

nearly double in the next few years”
• “Income-testing and clawback of once universal 

income benefits imposes double taxation on all 
but the lowest income Canadians”

• It’s not surprising the public is confused!
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Potential changes: 
What do stakeholders think? 

David Walker – speech to ACPM
• 2022 likely to be the key challenge
• New ideas should be discussed
• Reasons for lack of urgency in the Canadian 

debate:
– A minority government
– Low interest in national solutions
– CPP reviewed triennially

• Get to your politicians!
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Potential changes:
What do stakeholders think?

CARP – April 2008
• Pension splitting campaign was a great 

success
• Now pushing for a universal pension plan

• Low cost
• Government administered
• Defined benefit
• Available to all Canadians
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Potential changes: What do I think? 

• Individuals have been misled for years
• Bullied into believing that CPP and OAS 

will not be available to them when they 
retire

• The Federal Government does little to 
combat this misinformation

• These plans are basically fine
• They do need some fine-tuning

Pillar 1 & 2
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Potential changes: What do I think? 

• Communication is the key
• Many employers are reluctant to explain 

the “Pensions deal” to plan members
• DB and DC Plans could be simplified and 

made more “user friendly”
• Pension legislation must be rationalized
• A mandatory employer-provided DC plan 

should be seriously debated

Pillar 3 
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Potential changes:  What do I think? 

• The Pension Adjustment approach was a 
flawed concept 

• The disincentives for low-income Canadians 
to use RRSPs should be thoroughly analyzed 
and adjusted

• There is a place for both registered and non-
registered savings in planning for retirement

• The TFSA is a good addition for many 
Canadians

Pillar 4
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Potential changes: What do you think? 

Overall
• Is the current combination of pillars meeting 

the retirement income needs of Canadians?
• Majority answer - yes
• Should Canada be raising the generally 

accepted “Normal Retirement Age”?
• Majority answer - no
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Potential changes: What do you think? 

• Is the combined level of OAS and GIS benefits 
appropriate for this first pillar?

• Majority answer - yes
• Should 40 years of residence be required for a full 

OAS benefit?
• Majority answer - yes
• Should there be an OAS clawback for high income 

earners?
• Majority answer - yes

Pillar 1
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Potential changes: What do you think? 

• Would a DC alternative to the C/QPP be an 
improvement?

• Majority answer - no
• Are there reasonable solutions to the 

challenge of transition from a DB approach to 
a DC approach?

• Not applicable
• Should there be additional drop-outs or 

imputed service for periods of parental care?
• Majority answer - yes

Pillar 2
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Potential changes: What do you think? 

• Can the DB challenges be solved:
– In the public sector? No clear majority
– In the private sector? Majority answer - no

• Do we need alternative pension plan designs? 
• Majority answer – we don’t need more alternatives, 

we need something different
• Do we need a minimum mandatory plan for all 

employers who do not offer a plan?
• Majority answer - yes

Pillar 3 
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Potential changes: What do you think?

• Should the taxation of RRSP proceeds for lower-
income Canadians be revised?

• Majority answer - yes
• Should RRSP maximum contributions be 

increased?
• Majority answer - yes
• Are you in favour of the new TFSA?
• Majority answer - yes

Pillar 4
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Thank you!

• Patrick Longhurst
• Phone – 416-815-7200
• Email – enquire@longhurstandjack.ca
• Web site – www.longhurstandjack.ca


